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International Economic Law
2003

as conflict and cooperation among states turn to an ever greater extent on economic
issues this treatise presents a comprehensive exploration of the legal foundations of
the international economy the subjects covered include the world trade organization
and its antecedents dumping subsidies and other devices that alter the market the
international monetary system including the collapse of the bretton woods system the
debt of the developing countries and the rise of the euro the law of transnational
investment including changing perceptions of the rights of host states and
multinational enterprises economicsanctions including embargoes and boycotts and
the international aspects of competition law and of the law of the environment
professor lowenfeld brings to his task a life time of practice and teaching experience to
produce a book that will be of use to international lawyers and non specialists alike

International Economic Law
1999-09-29

this is the third revised edition of international economic law which was first published
in 1989 and based on a general course held by the author at the hague academy of
international law in 1986 the success of both the first and second editions have proven
this work to be a standard textbook on international economic law which has been
widely used and studied this third edition takes account of some of the new
developments in international economic law such as the ramifications of the internet
the comprehensive analysis of all rules of public international law having direct
influence on economic relations has been maintained and elaborated special attention
is paid to the claims for a new international economic order the extraterritorial reach
of domestic legislation the effects of nationalization the protection of the environment
state immunity and economic welfare

International Economic Law, Globalization and
Developing Countries
2010

this book is both breathtaking in its scope and impressive in its attention to legal and
institutional detail in situating developing countries in the evolving body of
international economic law essays in this volume canvas most important areas of
international economic law including international trade law international financial
regulation the regulation of foreign direct investment and multinational corporations
foreign aid the enforcement of human rights standards and core international labour
standards on multinational corporations international enforcement of anti corruption
conventions international competition law international intellectual property rights and
international environmental law a pervasive theme compellingly developed in most of
these papers is the asymmetric structure of international institutions that generate
rules in these various areas in which developing countries are mostly rule takers rather
than equal participants the current global financial crisis may provide a welcome
opportunity for re evaluating these institutional asymmetries in any such re evaluation
this book will provide a veritable cornucopia of constructive new insights

Documents in International Economic Law
2006



a unique collection of the full texts of major international treaties and agreements

Foundations of International Economic Law
2019-12-27

this introductory textbook explores the key legal principles and institutions that
underpin the global economy featuring discussion of the economic rationale and social
impact of the various legal regimes professor david collins explores the four main
pillars in international economic law international trade international investment
monetary relations and development

International Economic Law
1999

covers all elements of international economic law the book focuses on the issues that
the international economic order will face whilst elucidating the fundamental concepts
and norms of the law it describes the workings of the imf wto and the world bank and
studies liquidity and aid

International Economic Law
2016-12-29

this volume scrutinises the main challenges faced by states in their current
international economic relations from an interdisciplinary perspective it combines legal
research with political and economic analysis and favours dialogue among scientific
disciplines readers are offered a series of in depth studies on a rich variety of topics
how to reconcile states interest to benefit from economic liberalization with their need
to pursue social goals such as the protection of human rights or of the environment
recent developments under wto law and regional integration processes international
cooperation in the energy sector national regulatory developments in the banking
sector sovereign wealth funds and investor state arbitration

New Voices and New Perspectives in International
Economic Law
2019-12-10

this book brings together a series of contributions by international legal scholars that
explore a range of subjects and themes in the field of international economic law and
global economic governance through a variety of methodological and theoretical
lenses it introduces the reader to a number of different ways of constructing and
approaching the study of international economic law the book deals with a series of
different theoretical agendas and perspectives ranging from the more traditional
empirical legal studies to the more alternative language theory and it expands the
scope of substantive discussion and thematic coverage beyond the usual suspects of
international trade international investment and international finance while the volume
still gives due recognition to the traditional theoretical project of international
economic law it invites the reader to extend the scope of disciplinary imagination to
other less commonly acknowledged questions of global economic governance such as
food security monetary unions and international economic coercion in addition to
historically focused and critical perspectives the volume also includes a number of
programmatic and forward looking explorations which makes it appealing to a broad
audience with a variety of contrasting interests therefore the volume is of particular



interest to academics and postgraduate students in the fields of international law
international relations international political economy and international history

International Economic Law
2021-07-22

an examination of the core principles landmark disputes and modern developments in
iel reflecting a global approach

International Economic Law
2008-04-08

bretton woods has become shorthand for the post war international financial and
economic framework mindful of the historic 1944 conference and its legacy for the
discipline of international economic law the american society of international law s
international economic law group ielg chose bretton woods as the venue for a
landmark scholarly meeting in november of 2006 a diverse group of academics and
practitioners gathered to reflect on the past present and future of international
economic law they sought to survey and advance three particular areas of endeavour
research and scholarship teaching and practice service this book represents an edited
collection of some of the exceptional papers presented at the conference including
contributions from andreas lowenfeld joel trachtman amelia porges and andrew lang
the volume is organised into three parts each covering one of the three pillars in the
discipline of international economic law research and scholarship teaching and
practice service it begins with an assessment of the state and future of research in the
field including chapters on questions such as what is international economic law is it a
branch of international law or of economic law how do fields outside of law such as
economics and international relations relate to international economic law how do
research methodologies influence policy outcomes the second part examines the state
and future of teaching in the subject chapters cover topics such as how and where is
international economic law taught is the training provided in the law schools suitable
for future academics government officials or practitioners how might regional
shortcomings in academic resources be addressed the final part of the book focuses
on the state and future of international economic law practice in the bretton woods era
including institutional reform the contributors consider issues such as what is the
nature of international economic law practice what are the needs of practitioners in
government private practice international and non governmental organisations finally
how have the bretton woods institutions adapted to these and other challenges and
how might they better respond in the future international economic law the state and
future of the discipline will be of interest to lawyers economists and other professionals
throughout the world whether in the private public academic or non governmental
sectors seeking both fresh insights and expert assessments in this expanding field
indeed the book itself promises to play a role in the next phase of the development of
international economic law

Research Handbook in International Economic Law
2008-01-01

this major new work consists of carefully commissioned original and incisive
contributions from leading scholars in the field of international economic law covering
a full range of topics the handbook provides an accessible treatment of the law in each
area as well as a thoughtful synthesis and discussion of related public policy issues
from a broadly social science perspective



Frontiers of International Economic Law
2014-03-13

confronted with today s global interdisciplinary challenges international economic law
offers a myriad of legal tools to provide both procedural and substantive solutions
frontiers of international economic law legal tools to confront interdisciplinary
challenges will appeal to those interested in the general theory of international
economic law but also readers looking for innovative answers to practical questions
will also be pleased to find a broad array of topics structured along four frontier
themes facing economic crises and uncertainties confronting environmental
challenges considering human rights and development objectives and finally
regulating energy transit and new technologies the contributions presented here will
help to push forward through promoting and developing the rule of law the at times
contentious frontiers of international economic law

Documents in International Economic Law
2012-08-30

bringing together all the most important treaties and materials in international trade
law investment law and financial law this book will be an invaluable resource to both
students and practitioners of international economic law

Principles of International Economic Law
2016

principles of international economic law provides a comprehensive overview of the
central topics in international economic law with an emphasis on the interplay
between the different economic and political interests on both the international and
domestic levels following recent tendencies the book sets the classic topics of
international economic law like wto law investment protection commercial law and
monetary law in context with aspects of human rights environmental protection and
the legitimate claims of developing countries the book draws a concise picture of the
architecture of international economic law with all its complexities without getting lost
in fragmented details providing a perfect introductory text to the field of international
economic law the book thoroughly analyses legal developments within their wider
political economic or social context topics covered range from codes of conduct for
multinational enterprises to the human rights implications of the exploitation of natural
resources the book demonstrates the economic foundations and economic implications
of legal frameworks it puts into profile the often complex relationship between on the
one hand international standards on liberalization and economic rationality and on the
other state sovereignty and national preferences it describes the new forms of
economic cooperation which have developed in recent decades such as the growing
number of transnational companies in the private sector and forms of cooperation
between states such as the g8 or g20 this fully updated second edition covers new
aspects and developments including the growing importance of corporate social
responsibility mega regional agreements like ceta ttip and tpp trade and investment
related aspects of human rights law

Economic World Order?
1970

this book comprises fifteen specially commissioned contributions from the editorial
board of the journal of international economic law in celebration of the journal s tenth



anniversary they were originally published as the third issue of volume 10 of the
journal in september 2007

The Future of International Economic Law
2008

no detailed description available for international economic law

International Economic Law
2019-03

reconciling all fields of international economic law iel and creating bridges between
disciplines in a conceptual as well as practical manner this book stands out as the first
modern comprehensive international economic law textbook containing a technically
solid yet critically rich body of knowledge that spans disciplines from trade law to
investment from trade finance to fisheries subsidies from development to the digital
economy and other new age topics the book offers the widest possible coverage of
issues in current international economic law positioning iel as a truly global practice
the comprehensive coverage includes various treaty texts landmark cases and new
materials and is supplemented by case studies real life examples exercises and
illustrations the case extracts and legal texts are selectively chosen with careful
editing and serious deliberation to engage modern law students mini chapters show
examples of interdisciplinary interactions and provide a window into the future
disciplines of international economic law

International Economic Law
2019-11-05

the fairness of institutions of global economic governance ranks among the most
pressing issues of our time

International Economic Law
2021-07-22

this book is on international economic law and as such unavoidably examines
international economic institutions which to some extent determine the content and
character of international economic law the imf the world bank oecd opec the paris
and london clubs of creditors the g8 and g20 regional economic blocs and other
economic institutions international economic law principles like the most favored
nation principle national treatment standard rules of origin free trade foreign
investment loans and sundry other issues are examined by the text showing how the
interest of developed nations and international financial institutions sound through
these legal issues the book interrogates international economic law than is commonly
the case with mainstream texts on the subject

Research Handbook on Global Justice and
International Economic Law
2013-09-30

science and technology plays an increasingly important role in the continued
development of international economic law this book brings together well known and



rising scholars to explore the status and interaction of science technology and
international economic law the book reviews the place of science and technology in
the development of international economic law with a view to ensure a balance
between the promotion of trade and investment liberalisation and decision making
based on a sound scientific process without hampering technological development the
book features chapters from a range of experts including lukasz gruszczynski jürgen
kurtz andrew mitchell and peter k yu who examine a wide range of issues such as
investment law international trade law and international intellectual property by
bringing together these issues the book asks how international trade and investment
regimes utilise science and technology and whether they do so fairly and in the
interest of broader public policies this book will be of great interest to researchers of
international economic law health law technology law and international intellectual
property law

Theory and Practice of International Economic Law
2017-05-19

how do politics and international economic law interact with each other financial crises
and shifts in global economic patterns have refocused our attention on how the
fingerprints of the visible hand can be seen all over the institutions that underpin the
rules of globalization from trade and investment to finance governments are under
pressure to enforce resist and rewrite international economic law lawyers have seldom
given enough attention to the influence of politics on law whereas political scientists
have had an on again off again fascination with how the law influences relations
among states this book leads the way toward filling this interdisciplinary gap through a
series of important studies written by leaders in the field on specific problems in
international economic relations the book demonstrates a variety of ways in which the
international political economic nexus may be researched and understood

Science and Technology in International Economic
Law
2013-12-13

the principle of national treatment or the non discrimination clause is a principle that
applies across many fields of international economic law this book offers a unique
horizontal examination of the principle as it applies within international tr

The Politics of International Economic Law
2011-03-07

volume 10 of the eyiel focusses on the relationship between transnational labour law
and international economic law on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the
international labour organisation ilo as one of the oldest un agencies the ilo has
achieved considerable progress with respect to labour rights and conditions the
contributions to eyiel volume 10 assess these achievements in light of current and
future challenges the ilo s core instruments and legal documents are analysed and
similarly the impact labour standards have on trade and investment agreements in its
regional section eyiel 10 addresses recent developments in the us and the eu
including the us trade policy strategy towards china as well as the reform of the nafta
in its part on institutions eyiel 10 focusses inter alia on the role of the rule of law in
relation to current practices of the international monetary fund and of the wto s
appellate body as an international court furthermore it provides an overview of current
cases before the wto finally the volume entails a section with review essays on



recently published books in the field of international economic law and international
investment law

The Principle of National Treatment in
International Economic Law
2014-10-31

voitovich presents a clear and lucid discussion of the manner and form in which
international economic organizations ieos participate in two main stages of the
international legal process law making and law implementation the book is based on
normative instruments and fragments of practice of about fifty ieos in order to ensure
a proper and timely realization of their normative acts ieos exercise a number of law
implementing functions which are subject to a thorough comparative examination the
author concludes that existing ieos not being ideal institutional models possess a
sufficient arsenal of law implementing instruments to make a considerable impact on
the international legal regulations in the economic field the book will be of interest to
academics and economic political scientists

European Yearbook of International Economic Law
2019
2020-01-13

implementing international economic law focuses on the relationship between the
rules of public international law and international economic law from the point of view
of dispute settlement mechanisms it demonstrates that the practice of international
adjudicative bodies such as the wto and the icsid went beyond merely interpreting and
applying the rules of law and became international organisations as law makers this is
where the sources of international law play a crucial role

International Economic Organizations in the
International Legal Process
1994-12-08

standardization is a classic form of rulemaking nonetheless it is notoriously diffuse and
gives rise to questions and debate in particular over the standards normativity
legitimacy and nature whether public or private national or international moritz j k
blenk applies a policy orientated approach to international law to comparatively
analyze the role of private rulemaking within the context of international economic
integration in the world trade organization and the european union he thereby aims to
elucidate the opaque phenomenon of private standardization from a legal perspective
and more profoundly shed new light on economic integration

Implementing International Economic Law
2011-09-20

economic activity professor qureshi insists is a visible manifestation of the human
condition the laws that regulate it and develop its norms must be deeply human
international economic law must be ever vigilant in its efforts to represent the
economic needs of all strata of humanity it must not allow the cultural imperatives of
any one group to predominate to investigate the validity of this deeply held conviction
in may 2001 professor qureshi and the university of manchester school of law brought



together a conference of major iel scholars to elicit as broad a diversity of perspectives
as possible this book well informed in its insight and far reaching in its implications
grew out of that conference issues and topics that arise in the course of the
investigation include globalisation and its institutions the survival of the nation state
the role of the international court of justice sustainable development developing
countries and dispute settlement developing countries and trade negotiations regional
integration human rights and the untouchability of iel and the gender bias of basic iel
institutions and rules there are also clear presentations of specifically marxist and
islamic perspectives and an analysis along lines of fairness as developed by thomas
franck and john rawls perspectives in international economic law offers lawyers
economists political scientists and policymakers a multifaceted multidisciplinary
approach to one of the most vitally important human endeavours of our time while its
immediate value and utility is apparent the depth of clear thinking it evinces on every
page will keep it current for many years to come

Uses and Misuses of International Economic Law
2022-09-12

organized thematically rather than alphabetically the subject is split into four principal
sections the foundations and architecture of international economic law its principles
its main regulatory areas and the future challenges that it faces comprising over 250
entries traditional international economic law subject matter is supplemented by
coverage of newly developing areas thus the concepts and rules of trade investment
finance and international tax law are found alongside entries discussing the
relationship of international economic law with environmental protection social
standards development and human rights

Perspectives in International Economic Law
2002-02-12

study on changing structure of international law and economic legislation discusses
definition historical background institutional framework role of international
organizations comparative law and legal theory contributing to the debate on a new
international economic order includes a literature survey and the text of the charter of
economic rights and duties of states general assembly resolution no 3281

Elgar Encyclopedia of International Economic Law
2017

volume 7 of the eyiel focusses on critical perspectives of international economic law
recent protests against free trade agreements such as the transatlantic trade and
investment partnership ttip remind us that international economic law has always
been a politically and legally contested field this volume collects critical contributions
on trade investment financial and other subfields of international economic law from
scholars who have shaped this debate for many years the critical contributions to this
volume are challenged and sometimes rejected by commentators who have been
invited to be critical with the critics the result is a unique collection of critical essays
accompanied by alternative and competing views on some of the most fundamental
topics of international economic law in its section on regional developments eyiel 7
addresses recent megaregional and plurilateral trade and investment agreements and
negotiations short insights on various aspects of the transpacific partnership tpp and
its sister ttip are complemented with comments on other developments including the
african tripartite fta und the negotiations on a plurilateral trade in services agreement
tisa further sections address recent wto and investment case law as well as recent



developments concerning the imf unctad and the wco the volume closes with reviews
of recent books in international economic law

The Changing Structure of International Economic
Laws
1981-08-31

part one of vol 2 2011 of the european yearbook of international economic law
adresses two major topics of current academic debate and public interest firstly it
focuses on the state and the global economy secondly on climate change and
international economic law part two contains treatises of recent regional integration
developments taking place in the major regions of the world part three covers the
legal and political developments in the major international organizations and fora
dealing with international economic policy making part four contains book reviews of
recent works in the field of international economic law

European Yearbook of International Economic Law
2016
2016-07-16

the topic of this book is the external action of the eu within international economic law
with a special focus on investment law the aim of the volume is to provide the reader
with an appraisal of the most recent trends and developments that have characterised
a field that has been rapidly evolving and in which the eu has imposed itself as a
leading actor the book is aimed at academics practitioners and graduate students as
well as at eu officials and judges all of whom should find the subject matter discussed
useful for keeping updated on a scholarly discussion of relevance to case law mads
andenas is professor of law at the faculty of law of the university of oslo in norway luca
pantaleo is doctor of law and senior lecturer in international and european law at the
hague university of applied sciences in the netherlands matthew happold is professor
of law at the université du luxembourg in luxembourg cristina contartese is lecturer in
law at the european law and governance school in athens greece

European Yearbook of International Economic Law
2011
2011-01-12

this collection explores the theme of fragmentation within international economic law
following the global financial crisis

EU External Action in International Economic Law
2020-09-25

since the beginnings of the gatt and the bretton woods institutions and on to the
creation of the wto states have continued to develop institutions and legal
infrastructure to promote global interdependence international lawyers are experts in
understanding how these institutions operate in practice but they tend to uncritically
accept comparative advantage as the principal normative criterion to justify these
institutions in contrast moral and political philosophers have developed accounts of
global justice but these accounts have had relatively little influence on international
legal scholarship and on institutional design this volume reflects the results of a



symposium held at tillar house the american society of international law headquarters
in washington dc in november 2008 which brought together philosophers legal
scholars and economists to discuss the problems of understanding international
economic law from the standpoints of rights and justice in particular from the
standpoint of distributive justice

International Economic Law after the Global Crisis
2015-04-30

the united nations is commemorating the 25th anniversary of the 1986 declaration on
the right to development which proclaimed the right to be an inalienable human right
by virtue of which every human person and all peoples are entitled to participate in
contribute to and enjoy economic social cultural and political development in which all
human rights and fundamental freedoms can be realized the un now aims to
mainstream the right into its policies and operational activities and is reviewing
prospects for an internationally binding legal instrument the evolution of the right to
development however has been dominated by debates about its conceptual validity
and practical ramifications it has been hailed as the cornerstone of the entire human
rights system and criticized as a distracting ideological initiative questions also persist
about the role of the right in reforming the international economic order this book
examines the legal and moral foundations of the right to development addressing the
major issues it then considers the right to development in the global economy noting
the challenges of globalization and identifying key principles such as differential
treatment of developing countries participation and accountability it relates the right
to broad objectives such as the millennium development goals the human rights based
approach to development and environmental sustainability implications for
international economic law and policy in the areas of trade development finance and
corporate responsibility are assessed the conclusion looks to the legal and ethical
contributions and limitations of the right to development in this new context with an
academic and professional background in international law human rights and moral
theology the author brings a unique interdisciplinary focus to this timely project

Global Justice and International Economic Law
2012-01-09

for centuries international trade has been seen as essential to the wealth and power of
nations more recently we have started to understand its problematic role as an engine
of distributive justice in this compelling book frank j garcia proposes a new way to
evaluate construct and manage international trade one that is based on norms of
economic justice comparative advantage and national interest garcia examines three
ways to conceptualize the problem of trade and global justice drawn from rawlsian
liberalism communitarianism and consent theory these approaches illustrate specific
issues of importance to the way global justice has been theorized offering a pluralistic
mode of arguing for global justice and highlighting the unique modes of discourse we
employ when engaging with global justice and their implications for conceptualizing
and arguing the problem garcia suggests a new direction for trade agreements built
around truly consensual trade negotiations and the kind of international economic
system they would structure

International Economic Law and Developing States
1992

international economic order ieo is a fashionable term sometimes liberally used and
often not defined the ieo in the sense in which we are employing the phrase is



essentially modern in character it is a general description of the legal norms of
international economic relations and its scope is confined largely to the sphere of
public international law and international economic law but occasionally private
international law and national legal norms with extraterritorial effects are also included

The Right to Development and International
Economic Law
2012-03-01

Global Justice and International Economic Law
2013-04-15

A New Global Economic Order
2021-11-18
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